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Investigating areas such as soundproofing, acoustics and monitoring, Basic Home Studio
Design will help you transform your bedroom into the equivalent of a modern recording studio,
and at a fraction of the price.
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Step By Step Mixing: How to Create Great Mixes Using Only 5 Plug-ins, Music Theory for
Electronic Music Producers: The producer's guide to harmony, chord progressions, and song
structure in the MIDI grid.



Andrew Schonbek, “Sound Advice. This small introductory (basic) book is big on sound and
practical advice.It's possible to spend a lot of money setting up a home studio, and given the
inherent limitations of typical residential spaces much of this can be wasted by applying out of
context theory. I was seriously considering investing $ 14 K in doors and windows for my studio.
After spending $ 7.95 on this little book I'm going with a more basic approach that's suited to the
other elements in the space that I now understand will set the overall acoustic performance that
can be achieved. In the process I'm going to save about $ 10 K. Talk about a return on
investment!Notice I've already used the word "basic" twice in this short review. That's what this
book is, and it doesn't pretend to be anything else. The approach that author Paul White
advocates is simple, down to earth, practical, and yes, basic. If you're looking for a
comprehensive and fully authoritative tome, look elsewhere. This is a primer which will get you
started in the right direction, and may well be all you ever need.”

G. Page, “Great Start for Home Studios. This was a good resource to understand the need to
soundproof any room intended for recording. Being that most home studios are not at
professional level, this book gives good ideas on how to get the most out of any room for
whatever your recording needs may be.”

Esteban Silva, “no nonsense. People tend to criticize this book because it's too small and basic.
Big deal! It's priced accordingly and the title clearly says "Basic". That aside, the information is
as clear and concise and no-nonsense as you can get for this subject. I've read several more
"complete" and technical books on the subject, and it was only until I read this book that things
actually came into perspective. Believe me, there is no better book to get a clear overview on
how to build a small, efficient studio. After that, and armed with foreknowlege, you can get the
technical stuff.”

Alex S. Fishburn, “Simple Introduction. This is a good book for someone who knows nothing
about soundproofing, the lingo to go along with it, and acoustics. It is a very fast read and
provides a glossary with quite a few terms. There is also a section on studio wiring that is simply
there for some reason or another.This is a very beginner book but does what its name suggests:
basic introduction. It is unlikely for someone to get confused with this book. It will simply get one
affiliated with the terms and common outlook of acoustics and soundproofing.I recommend this
for all beginners.”

Mike C., “Great Content in a small package!. Surprised by the SMALL size of this book, but the
content makes up for the size!This was just what I was looking for - Some great information
about BUILDING your own small studio.Good drawings, but the small size of the bok make it
hard to see some details - Please can the Author do a newer (and more up to date (BIGGGER)



version, then it would get 5 stars!I am working my way through the book now - Enjoying the
process!”

Lumbago Whatever, “good book needs update. I enjoyed the simplicity of this book and it gives
clear instruction. It does need a good bit of updating to take in modern recording techniques with
digital aspects. Do a lot of home studios really use dat and tape!Nice price and informative.”

Diane Clifford, “Five Stars. Very informative and helpful.”

Mr. JdB, “Four Stars. Simple but covers lightly most areas.”

Swen Helgi, “Five Stars. Great !”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 37 people have provided feedback.
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